WHITE PAPER

Branding/Advertisement Tax and Ethical Practices
PAKISTAN ADVERTISERS SOCIETY

BACKGROUND
On‐ground activations, various forms of signage, mobile publicity, etc. are effective medium of
communications, as a result, we have seen increasing activities and subsequently, big budgets
going towards this form of publicity.
To execute these, permissions are required from the Local Government/Authorities against a
fee. It is observed that if proper measures are not in place and if the advertiser or their agencies
are not vigilant, the fee can be misappropriated depriving the government of its revenue.
For this purpose, on the request of some members of the Society, PAS has drafted this advisory
note on ‘best practices’ in an effort to guide advertisers to adopt responsible practices.
What is BRANDING / ADVERTISEMENT TAX






It is a fee charged by the government authorities, Taluka Municipal Authorities (TMA’s) or
their appointed contractors for BTL, Signage, Merchandising activities, etc.
It applies to advertising of commercial products in public places and BTL activities in market
executions.
It is collected by the government mostly through licensed or approved contractors (100+
different areas managed via contractors). A single contractor may manage multiple
towns/districts.
Payments to Contractors are made in Cash or through Cheque while payments to
government authorities like CDGK are through bank chalaans.

CHALLENGES
The following challenges are faced that can lead to irregularities depriving the ex‐chequer of its
due revenue:







Lack of defined processes with government authorities.
No central data‐base for contractors (relating to ownership of areas), this may result in
duplication at the time of execution, as a result, advertisers may end up paying double fee
for a single activity.
Official tariffs /rate‐cards are issued by the relevant government authorities, but they are
not well defined and are open to interpretation.
The tariff/rate‐card allows contractors to negotiate rates that may lead to non‐transparent
practices.
Lack of training (and awareness) of the operating practices for BTL agencies
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CONTROLS
In order to ensure transparent practices, PAS advises to maintain records of the following
documents that will make certain that strong controls are in place:
1. Authority letters in the name of the Contractor issued by the government or the relevant
authority to ascertain that the Contractor is authorized to collect payments for a designated
area for a period of time. (Ref: Annexure I)
2. Tariff sheets or a rate card to ensure payments made to Contractor are not beyond the
prescribed rates. To ensure (Ref: Annexure II).
We also advice that advertisers should themselves obtain and maintain town wise tax rates
and bye laws and keep them updated. This will help in comparing ‘branding
fee/advertisement tax’ across activities and towns/cities that vary, allowing better
negotiations.
3. Documented proof of negotiation to ensure transparency.
4. Receipt from the Contractor. It should clearly mention the company name, amount, serial
number, etc. (Ref: Annexure III)
5. Copy of the Pay Order / Cheque issued to contractors. This will help verify payments made
to execute a particular activity. Cash payments should be completely avoided.
If the activities and all its relevant permissions/payments are managed by the agency, the
advertiser should make it mandatory for the agency to submit all of the above supports with the
invoice for clearance of the payment.
Important: To ensure the credibility of the authority letters, tariff sheets, etc., please ascertain that these are
provided on proper letterheads and stamped by relevant authorities.

The above measures will help advertisers to not only stay vigilant, but will also bring efficiency
in their processes:
1. avoid duplication of charges, claims from any relevant authorities or any other
inconvenience at the time of executing activities on ground.
2. maintain historic data of categories of taxes and permission charges across towns/cities and
benchmark them with the lowest rate before negotiation.
3. help advertisers standardize service rates or set pre‐approved rates in consultation with
activation department and/or agency.
For queries, please contact:
Ms. Nafisa Gabaji
Communications Executive
Pakistan Advertisers Society

2nd Floor, 6‐C, 7th Commercial Lane, Zamzama, Phase V, DHA, Karachi‐Pakistan
Tel: +92 21 3583 6072‐3. Email: secretariat@pas.org.pk. Web: www.pas.org.pk
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ANNEXURE I

Contractor Authority Letter
Important: The support shown here are intended as samples only, and do not endorse the authenticity of any
contractor/authority.
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ANNEXURE II

Government Tariff Sheet
Important: The support shown here are intended as samples only, and do not endorse the authenticity of any
contractor/authority.
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ANNEXURE III

Contractor Receipt
Important: The supports shown here are intended as samples only, and do not endorse the authenticity of any
contractor/authority.
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